Soil Moisture Controls Leaf Life-Span and Important Physiological Attributes of Trees in Tropical Deciduous Forest
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Abstract

Background and Objective: Functional attributes of plants in tropical deciduous forests (TDFs) are significantly affected by variations in soil moisture content (SMC), some exhibit positive relationship, while others have negative associations. In this study, we have measured SMC in a TDF and have observed the relationships of SMC with leaf life-span (LL), and the association of LL with wood specific gravity (WSG), leaf area index (LAI) and relative growth rate (RGR) of the dominant tree species of TDF located in the Vindhyan Highlands, India.

Methodology: We marked five individuals in each of the 44 dominant tree species in the TDF region for the measurement of SMC and functional attributes. On each selected individual we measured SMC, LL and RGR over the two year period. LAI and WSG were measured once in the month of September. Relationships of SMC with LL and the association of LL with functional attributes were analyzed, and graphs were plotted with the help of Sigma plot, version 12.5.

Result: There was significant positive relationship of leaf life span (LL) with SMC for the dominant tree species of the TDF. We observed significant positive relationship of LL with LAI and WSG, while significant negative relationship with RGR.

Conclusion: TDF species evidently maintain a set of functional attributes which are responsible for their survival in seasonal drought conditions by conserving water. Tree species growing in TDF may achieve this by decreasing their LL and modulating important functional attributes in such a way that a maximum photosynthesis rate is maintained during the short period of water availability which is favorable for the functioning of essential physiological processes.
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Introduction

The characteristic feature of tropical deciduous forests (TDFs) is presence of warm temperatures and a period of dry conditions for 3 or more months [1,2]. During dry season, plant species in TDFs experience considerable water stress, and the extent of dry season is the governing factor which controls the structure and function of TDFs [2,3]. As an adaptation to low soil moisture content (SMC) during the dry period, plants growing in these forests shed their leaves for a variable time period. Therefore, leaf life-span (LL) has been considered as an important phenological attribute exhibiting adaptation to the seasonal drought [1,2]. The LL of TDF species is influenced by precipitation, temperature and exposure to solar radiation and the variations in LL affects seasonal and annual pattern of water, carbon and energy fluxes in TDFs [4].

Due to spatial variations in the duration and intensity of seasonal water stress, TDFs exhibit a mosaic of different plant functional attributes showing remarkable adaptations to the low SMC during the dry season [5]. Stem functional attributes include wood specific gravity (WSG), which has been reported to have direct association with SMC [6], and above-ground biomass productivity.
The forest region exhibits patchiness in the species composition. Studies in TDFs have reported that relative growth rate (RGR) of tree species at various growth stages is significantly influenced by soil moisture conditions [12-14] while the response of the tree species to variations in SMC is modulated by seasonal alterations in important functional attributes [15].

Functional attributes of plants in TDFs are significantly affected by variations in SMC, some exhibit positive relationship, while others have negative associations. In this study, we have measured SMC in a TDF and have observed the relationships of SMC with LL, and the association of LL with WSG, LAI and RGR of the dominant tree species of TDF located in the Vindhyan Highlands, India.

Materials and Methods

Study Area: Our study area is situated in the forests of the Vindhyan Highlands located in the Sonebhadra District of Uttar Pradesh, India (21°29′-25°11′N and 78°15′-84°15′E). The forest region experiences a tropical monsoon climate with three distinct seasons in a year, viz., summer (April-mid June), rainy (mid-June-September), and winter (November-February). The months of March and October represent transition periods, respectively, between winter and summer and between rainy and winter seasons. The maximum monthly temperature varies from 20°C in January to 46°C in June, and the mean minimum monthly temperature reaches 12°C in January and 31°C in May. According to the data collected from the meteorological stations of the state forest department for 1980-2010, the mean annual rainfall ranges from 865 to 1,196 mm [16]. About 85% of the annual rainfall occurs during the monsoon (rainy) season from the southwest monsoon and the remaining from the few showers in December and in May-June. There is an extended dry period of about 9 months (October-mid June) in the annual cycle [17]. The monthly rainfall varies from 6 mm in April to 334 mm in August [18]. Soils of the study area are residual ultisols, sandy-loam in texture, reddish to dark gray in color, and extremely poor in nutrients [15]. Recently, the estimated physicochemical properties of the soils of the study region have been described in Chaturvedi and Raghubanshi [19]. The forest region exhibits patchiness in the species composition due to small variations in the environmental variables [12]. Species composition, distribution and diversity [20], and seasonal growth [12-14] of woody species are highly influenced by the SMC. The density dbh distributions in the forest region exhibited a low dbh-biased structure, where the average densities of seedlings, saplings, and adults were 9,261 ±1,511, 799±154, and 297±62, respectively [20]. In this study we selected 44 dominant tree species in the study region (for the list of dominant species see: Chaturvedi and Raghubanshi [20]. We marked five individuals in each species for the measurement of SMC and functional attributes.

Soil moisture content (SMC): SMC was measured at four locations, at four sides of each tree, as percentage by volume every month, at a depth of 10 cm at 1-month intervals for 2 years (i.e. January 2005 to December 2006) using a theta probe instrument (type ML1, Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, UK).

Leaf life-span (LL): For measurement of LL, we followed the protocol described in Chaturvedi & Raghubanshi [21]. On each selected individual, one twig (currently growing shoots of last-order branches) on each of four major branches (one in each direction was marked with metal tags). On these twigs monthly count of leaf number was made from January 2005 to December 2006. The leaf life-span period for each species was calculated as the mean leaf life-span of all individuals of the species.

Leaf area index (LAI): For measurement of LAI, we followed the protocol described in Chaturvedi et al. [22]. Leaf area index (LAI) is the total projected green LA per unit ground surface area. Projected crown area for each selected individual was estimated by the line-intercept method, which is expected to provide most accurate canopy cover estimate [23]. In this method, horizontal distances covered by the live crown was recorded along a line transect radiating out from the main stem for each tree, in 6-8 directions depending upon the crown irregularities. For each tree, along with each transect line, the distance of the first point of interception of the crown to the last point of interception was recorded (to the nearest dm), with the help of a clinometer to verify the interception of the crown directly overhead.

Wood specific gravity (WSG): WSG, also referred to as wood density, is the ratio of dry mass to green volume of the wood expressed in g cm⁻³. It describes the proportion of a stem that is tissue and cell walls (i.e., xylem conduit walls) and the space within cell walls (i.e., xylem conduit apertures). For the estimation of WSG, we followed the protocol described in Chaturvedi et al. [24]. In this method, wood samples at 1.3 m height are collected by using a stem borer. Wood cores taken are sealed in polythene bags and taken to the laboratory. Volume of fresh wood samples is measured by water displacement method and the samples are dried at 80 °C till constant weight.

Relative growth rate (RGR): For each selected tree, increases
in girth for each year were measured. Girth increments were measured with the help of metal dendrometer bands fitted at 1.3-m high in each tree [25,26]. Girth was converted into cross-sectional area (CSA), and RGR was calculated using annual change in cross-sectional area [27].

**Statistical analysis:** SMC measured at the four sides of all selected individuals (five) of a tree species were averaged to get SMC for one month for that species, and the 24 measurements for the two years (2005 to 2007) were averaged to get the average SMC for that species. Similarly, the annual LL and RGR measured for the five individuals of a species were averaged, while LAI and WSG were measured only once in the month of September, in all five individuals of a species and averaged. Relationships of SMC with LL and the association of LL with functional attributes were analysed, and graphs were plotted with the help of Sigmaplot, version 12.5.

**Results and Discussion**

**SMC and Leaf life-span:** In the present study, there was significant positive relationship of leaf life span (LL) with SMC for the dominant tree species of Vindhyan highlands (Figure 1). Due to low SMC plants with lower LL have to maximize their photosynthesis in order to utilize the soil water efficiently which is available for a very short period. Reich et al. [28-30] observed that LL is strongly and negatively correlated with maximum photosynthetic rate per unit time, leaf mass per unit area (LMA), and leaf nitrogen content. Reich et al. [29] argued that these correlations arise partly because high rates of leaf photosynthesis result in rapid growth, shading older leaves and favoring rapid retranslocation of leaf nitrogen and, ultimately, early leaf demise and again preparation of the plant species for a long dry period.

Wood specific gravity (WSG) has been regarded as a measure of mechanical support [31] and denser wood has been related to slower growth which is generally seen in the large sized tree species at high SMC. Drought-deciduous species growing at low SMC maximize production in the short term with higher water transport efficiency with their low WSG [32]. This is clearly visible in the significant positive relationship of WSG with LL of the dominant tree species of the study sites (Figure 2a).

**Figures 2(a-c):** Relationship of leaf life-span (LL) with (a) wood specific gravity (WSG), (b) leaf area index (LAI) and relative growth rate (RGR) of the dominant tree species of Vindhyan highlands.
The present study showed significant positive relationship of LL with leaf area index (LAI) of the dominant tree species (Figure 2b). This is according to the observations of Gower et al. [33] which infers that plants that have low LAI also contain small foliage mass of short-lived, photo synthetically efficient foliage that can attain a similar carbon balance to plants that support a large foliage mass (or large LAI) of long lived, photo synthetically inefficient foliage.

Dominant tree species of our study sites have also shown significant negative relationship of LL with relative growth rate (RGR) (Figure 2c). The slower growth of species with long-lived foliage compared with species with short-lived foliage may be explained by the longer period of time required by species with long-lived foliage to construct a full complement of foliage. Species with long-lived foliage must support greater foliage mass than species with short-lived foliage to achieve a similar carbon balance because long-lived foliage has a lower intrinsic photosynthetic rate per unit mass (A\text{\textsubscript{max}}), a lower production efficiency and a greater initial construction cost [34] than short-lived foliage. Moreover, the negative relationship of RGR with LL may be attributed because of the dominance of the deciduous tree species with low LL in the TDFs.

**Conclusion**

TDF species evidently maintain a set of functional attributes which are responsible for their survival in seasonal drought conditions by conserving water. Tree species growing in TDF may achieve this by decreasing their LL and modulating important functional attributes in such a way that a maximum photosynthesis rate is maintained during the short period of water availability which is favorable for the functioning of essential physiological processes. However, still there is incomplete research about many functional attributes involved, and further investigations are needed for understanding the ecophysiological processes in TDFs experiencing seasonal droughts.
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